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Abstract: This paper attempts to divide the containers into two categories--attributes that ere
known and unknown in advance. Ordered and random stacking straiegies are simulated in a
yard, which is treated as a Single area or divided into twin areas. The simulation results in a
single area have shown that random stacking strategy is more efficient than ordered stacking
if the departure sequences of all containers are completely unknown. [ayer-column-ro* oi
layer-row-column is the best ordered stacking strategy that has less unproductive moves than
random stacking strategy, provided that all containers attributes are known in advance.
Simulations results in twin areas have revealed that ordered stacking is in geueral superior to
random stacking if the ratios of known attributes are not high. The number of unprlductive
moves for single area random stacking operation is much less than that for twin areas,
therefore, dividing the yard into two sub-areas is not recommended.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Container transportation is the major manner for the export and import general cargoes in the
intemational trade. The import containers are shipped through vessels, berthed iri the piers,
unloaded in the port container terminals, temporarily stored at the marshalling yaras,
assembled and disassembled at the container freight stations, and then delivered to the
consignee via land transportation. The export containers generally flow in a similar but
reversed direction as shown in Figure l. Container slot assignment is a preplanning procedure
for container stowage both in the vessels and yards. Slot assignment is to allocate container
boxes into certain slots. However, most operators assign the slots via experience, thus often
cause inefficient usage of slot capacities with unnecessary restowage moves, which are
referred to as the "unproductive moves." This represents an increase in operation cost.

Most previous studies on container transportation have emphasized on the economics-of the
containership or the overall impfovement of productivity, loading and unloading of containers
between the ships and quaysides iir the container terminals. Little attention hasleen given on
container slot management. As to the container stacking operation, the arrival and diparture
times of individual container should be taken into account. However, pervious related itudies
have over-simplified the variables that affect the efficiency of container stacking operation.
Therefore, their results can only represent the optimization under limited conditions ihut rnuy
relther reduce unproductive moves nor conform to the practical operation.

Studies on container yard operation and management can be classified into three categories:
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(l) yard planning and operation strategies; (2) quay crane scheduling and yard crane routing;

(3) slot assignment and productivity. Taleb-Ibrahimi et al. (1993) described handling and

storage strategies for export containers at marine terminal and quantified their performance

according to the amount of space and number of handling moves they required. By using

queueing theory their study examined the minimal storage space needed to implement the

recommended strategies under given traffic. It was found that to store those containers arrive

earlier than their schedule in a dynamic temporary area and to move containers between

storage areas in the yard can virtually eliminate the wasted space. Bemardo and Daganzo

(199i) developed general expressions for the expected number of moves required to retrieve

an import container from storage stacks undei two different storage strategies (keep all stack

the same size and segregate containers according to arrival time). They suggested that low

variability in dwell times of containers favor segregating strategy. Lan and Kao (1998)

developed six stacking strategies operated by three kinds of yard equipment (straddle 9d"t,
transtainer, and forklift) and compared their efficiency. The operation times of yard crane

includes the time of moving, storing, shuffling and shifting containers. By comparing the

average riperation times for various stacking strategies, they found equipment moving time

has little uffe"t on strategy rankings; while shuffling and shifting time dominates the rankings

of stacking strategies.
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Figure I ' The process of marine container transportation

In the area of crane scheduling and routing, Daganzo (1989), Peterkofsky and Daganzo (1990)

suggested that algorithm foi assigning quay cranes to container ships is a method that

-iilmire the total delay cost. Their justification is that through the correspondence of yard

cranes and quay cranes, the completion time of the individual crane can be about the same.

l(tm et at. (iSd94 suggested an optimal routing algorithm for a transfer crane during loading

operations of export containers at container yard. The routing problem was formulated as a

mixed integer prtgramming with objective function to minimize the total handling time of a

transfer crane, which included setup time in each yard bay and travel time between yard bays.

Little attention has been given to slot assignment and productivity. Chou et al. (1994) tried to

construct the intelligent container slot management information system with expert system.

Their study provided a more efficient (correct, rapid, reducing container shifting and

searching) ioot of slot assignment than a rule of thumb method adopted previously' Chen

(1999a) ilassified the operition of container terminal into three sub-systems including ship

operation, gate operation, and container storage sub-systems and discussed the unproductive
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moves in the container yard. He cited that higher container storage did have a serious impact
on the number of unproductive moves carried out, and that the major impact was on the
operation of container departures. It suggested that terminal operators should maintain a good
quality of container information received to reduce the impact of higher container stacking.
With the macro point of view, Chen (1999b) compared the land productivity (TEUs/ha) of
container yards of the major ports in Asia, Europe and North America and found that the
productivity of the port container terminals in Asia was much higher than that in Europe and
North America.

This paper attempts to divide the incoming and outgoing containers into two categories--
attributes that are known and unknown in advance. Ordered and random stacking strategies
are simulated in a container yard that is treated as a single area or divided into twin areas. In
order to analyze the influences of ratios of known container attributes on the slot assignment
performance, sensitivity scenario analysis is further conducted.

2. SLOT ASSIGIYMENT STRATEGIES

In this paper, slot assignment in a single area represents a mixed stacking manner such that all
containers are assigned to the same area, ignoring the attributes that are known or not in
advance. By contrast, the assignment in twin areas is first to divide the yard into two sub-
areas and then to assign the containers of known attributes in one sub-area and assign the ones
of unknown attributes in the other. For simplicity, the container attributes are considered only
the departure sequence, namely, the departure time of each container. We assume that the
initial condition of the yard is empty and that the containers will be assigned on a first-come-
first-serve basis. An ordered stacking strategy refers to as stacking the containers in one ofthe
following six orders: column-row-layer, row-column-layer, column-layer-row, row-layer-
column, layer-column-row, and layer-row-column. A random stacking strategy indicates
stacking containers randomly subject to the condition that any box cannot be stacked in
suspension.

Lan and Kao (1998) compared the average operation times for various stacking strategies and
found that equipment moving time has little affect on strategy rankings; while box shuffling/
shifting time will dominate. In other words, the number of unproductive moves determines
the efficiency of a stacking strategy. The number of unproductive moves, in fact, depends
upon the containers arrival times, rules of slot selection, and departure times. Among which
slot selection is a key factor affecting the stowage efficiency. A general rule of thumb for slot
selection is that the containers at upper layers should depart earlier than those at the lower
layers to avoid shuffling/shifting moves. However, this criterion very often cannot be met in
practice and thus inevitably creates unproductive moves.

2.1 Ordered Stacking Stratery

In this paper, six stacking orders are considered: column-row-layer, row-column-layer,
column-layer-row, row-layer-column, layer-column-row, and layer-row-column. The column-
row-layer stacking order is to select slots beginning with the first column through the last
column in the first row and first layer and ending with the last column in the last row and last
layer. This stacking order will first search for the columns holding the row and layer
unchanged, and then do the same searches holding the layer unchanged, and then complete
the searches until the last layer is reached. The remaining five stacking orders follow the same
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searching algorithm but vary only with searching orders. The general algorithm of such

ordered itu"fing strategy is shown in Figure 2, which can be explained as the following

procedures' 
rnanr clntc thot will nnr r nent while containerStep l: Search for all vacant slots that will not cause suspenslon asslgnn

arrives.
Step 2: Sort all the vacant slots according to the reversed sequence of stacking order (e'g' the

sorting order for column-row-layer is layer first, then row, then column.)

Step 3: Select a slot in the sorted order.

Step +: Compare the departure time of designated container with the departure time of lower

layer container.
Step 5: If the departure time of upper container is earlier, slot is assigned to the designated

container; otherwise, skip ttle slot and go back to step 3. If there is no suitable slot for

amving container after comparing atl the sorted slots, select the slot by using

minimum or maximum rule. Stop. The minimum (maximum) rule indicates that

summation of the differences htween the designated container departure time and the

lowerJayer departure times are minimized (maximized)'

Figurc 2. Algorithm ofordered stacking strategy

2.2 Random Stacking Strategr
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Unlike ordered stacking strategy that must follow one of the above-mentioned six stacking
orders, a random stacking strategy will choose the vacant slots in random as long as any boi
is-not stacked in suspension. lhe general algorithm of random rt"unji. shown-in rigure s,
which can be explained as the following procedures.
Step l: Search for all vacant slots while container iur! vsJ.
Step 2: Cluster the vacant slots by layer.
Step 3: Select one slot at lower layers in random.
Step 4: Compare the departure time of designated container with the departure time of lower

layer container.
Step 5: If the departure time of upper container_is earlier, slot is assigned to the designated

container; othenpise, go back to step 3. tf there is no suitablJslot after n iteritions,
select the slot in random. Stop.

Figure 3. Algorithm of random stacking strategy

3. TIM SIMI.JLATION DATA

There are 150 containers to be assigned in the yard. Before they depart, no new containers
arrive in this simulation analysis cycle. Each container must arrive and depart during the
analysis cycle. The arrival and departure of each container are treated as in&vidual eints,
thus there will be 300 events in total as illustrated in Table l. Assume that the container yard
has 90 slots with 3 columns, lO rows, and 3 layers. Also assume that the slots are all vacant
initially' Only 20-ft containers are considered and a single transtainer is operated. When
shuffling and shifting moves occur, containers are transferrid away from the origina slot to a

Search for all vacant slots

Clustering vacant slots by
layer

ielect one slot at lower layer
in random

Comparc thc departurc time
of designated with that of lower

No-<- -6ffit."or=hr--\container is earlier s

Yes
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temporary space and then restored back to the original row and column. The temporary

storage space is assumed always available'

Tablel The simulation data

Container

c00l

c003
283
223

c005
221

c007

COIO
300

c0r3
c0l4
c0l5
c016

287

c020 289

c02t
296

c023

c025

N"te' ArrJ ir ttte -*""1 sequence of containers; Dep.' is the departure sequence of containers.

In this simulation, the arrival or departure times are represented by the sequence.

4. SIMI.]LATION RESI.]LTS IN A SINGLE AREA

4.1 Ordered Stacking Stratery

The simulation results for ordered stacking strategies in a single area are shown in Table 2. It
is found that completely known departure sequences has overwhelmed the case that departure

sequences are completely unknown in advance, no matter what stacking orders being utilized.

Similarly, selecting slots by the "minimum rule" will obtain less unproductive moves than by

the "maximum rule" for each of the six stacking orders. In the case of completely known

attributes, both layer-column-row and layer-row-column stacking orders obtain the minimum

unproductive moves, which agrees to the study of Lan and Kao(1998).

Notice that the numbers of unproductive moves are all the same if one swaps the stacking

orders by column and by row without being intervened by layer. This finding indicat'es that
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column and row can tle viewed as one dimension in the space vector so that one can reduce
the dimensions in slot assignment. The above results imply that strategy of "stack as high as
possible" should be employed when departure sequences of containers are known in advance
and that strategy of "stack the same size" should be used when departure sequences of
containers are unknown. This implication also agrees to the suggestions by Bernardo and
Daganzo (1993).

Table 2 U: ve moves for ordered stacking ina single area unlt : moves
-----Container attributes-\.\___\

itacking o.a"a, ----.-

Departure sequences known in advance

Departure sequences

unknown in advance"Minimum rule" "Maximum rule"

-row 19 44 175
l9 44 I
48 69 84

Column-row-la' 48 69 84
52 65 135

Column- 32 7l 107

4.2 Random Stacking Strategr

Random stacking strategy is simulated by comparing the unproductive moves as well as CpU
times for different scenarios by varying the ratios of known container attributes from 07o,
30Vo,5OVo,807o,to lNTo and varying the maximum slot selection iterations N from 2,4,6,8,
to l0 times. However, in the case of 07o known attributes, there are no departure sequences to
be compared, N is thus set equal to l. Consequently, the total number of scenarios is 21. For
each scenario we conduct 50 simulation runs and summarize the average CPU times, the
minimum, maximum, average, and standard deviation of unproductive moves as shown in
Table 3.

Notiie that if the ratios of known attributes increase, the number of unproductive moves will
decrease. For instance, the average number of unproductive moves is around 20 for IOOVo
known attributes while it grows as high as 70 for 3OVo known attributes. We also notice that
the unproductive moves decline as the maximum slot selection iterations (N) increase. In the
case of 807o known attributes, the average number of unproductive moves is around 6O for 2
iterations while it declines as low as 34 for l0 iterations.

Figure 4 through Figure 7 represent the details of cumulative times occurred for unproductive
moves at various maximum slot selection iterations (N) for lOOVo, 8OVo, 5OVo, and 30Vo
known attributes, respectively. We notice that N has the most significant influence on the
number of unproductive moves for lNVo known attributes; while N becomes less and less
significant as the ratios of known attributes decrease.

Table 3 Simulation results for random stac lna simulation runs

Number of ve moves (moves)Ratios of
known

attributes Minimum Maximum Averase s-taldard
- devratron

I 1.68

89

86

83

74.46 6.s9

59

56
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Figure 4. Cumulative times occurred vs. unproductive moves for single area random stacking

( 1007o known attributes)
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iterations

(N)
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CPU times
(seconds/run)
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I1.64
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Number of unproductive moves (moves)

Minimum Maximum Average ::111fl1
58 85 69.66 6.46

54 81 70.98 6.62

60 90 70.88 7.33
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Figure 5. Cumulative times occurred vs. unproductive moves for single area random stacking
(807o known attributes)
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Figures 8 through ll further depict the CPU time, minimum, maximum, and average

unproductive moves versus maximum iterations of slot selection for various ratios of known

utt ibut".. Notice that CPU times do not vary drastically when the ratios of known attributes

and the maximum slot selection iterations change. Slightly longer CPU times are required due

to more comparisons made, as the ratios of known attributes or the number of iterations

increases. Byiontrast, the minimum, maximum, and average unproductive moves drop more

sensitively as the iterations orratios ofknown attributes increase.

oq
U)€
oo
O
U)

o

D
0.,,.

U

12.80

12.40

D,M

11.fl

I1.20

10.80

*-O7o "'E]"3OVo *50V0 "'h"8070 *lNTo -o

6^ I 10

N( I\4ax iterations of slot selection)

Figure 8. CPU time vs. mo(imum iterations for single area random stacking
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Figrne 9. Mn. unproductive moves vs. maximum iterations for single area random stacking
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Figure 10. Max. unproductive moves vs. maximum iterations for single *"u r*aonr .tffi

Figure ll' Average unproductive moves vs. maximum iterations for single area random stacking

5. SIMULATION RESTJUTS IN TWIN AREAS

I, ".-d"l_,9 
reduce reposition moves, Taleb-Ibrahimi et ar. (1993) proposed a concept of"roughpile" to stacking the early arrival containers - those arrivin! too iarly to find empty

available slots' This paper follows such a concept and attempts to-divide the container yari
into two sub-areas. Containers with known attributes will be assign"a i, on" sub-area while
the other sub-area temporarily accommodates the containers witi unknown attributes. The
number of slots allocated to both sub-areas is proportional to the ratios of known and
unknown attributes.

5.1 Orderrd Stacking Strategr

The simulation results for ordered stacking strategy in a single area conclude that layer-

o

960
I

*eo
o
bI)

9zo

810
N( Max. iterations of slot selection)
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column-row or layer-row-column stacking order is the most efficient for known attribute

containers, since both stacking orders can*leave more unoccupied lower-layer slots for the

arriving containers tnun-oit"i"ttacking orders. For the known attributes containers' only the

[u-Vo-Iofu-n-row" ordered stacking strategy is simulated in twin areas' The simulation

,"rult, fo, various known attributes are shown in Table 4'

AICAS
Table 4 Simulation rqqqlqlgl ordered stacklng st ln twln

Attributes
Number of slot

allocated

Max. nurnber of containers
in the Yard

U
Ratlos or Knc

attributes
"Maximum

rule"
"Minimum

rule"

1001o

Known 90 '73 44 l9

Unknown 0 0 0

Total 90 73 M

9OVo

Known '78 73 55

Unknown t2 8 6

Total 90 8l 6l

Known 8l 73 4l

Unknown 9 8 ll
Total 90 8l 52

801o

Known 72 1) 65

Unknown l8 t4 2l

Total 90 86 86

Known '75 72 55

Unknown I t4 2't

Total m 86 82

70%

Known 66 65 42 30

Unknown 24 20 38

Total 90 85 80

Known 69 65 31

Unknown 2l 20 42

Total 90 85 13

601o

Known 5'l 56 35 'zo

Unknown 33 25 42

Total 90 8l 77

Known 60 56 28 IU

Unknown 30 25 52

Total 90 81. 80

5OVa

Known 45 4t 38

Unknown 45 38 42

Total 90 79 80

Kncwn 48 4l 22

Unknown 42 38 48

Total m 19 70

4OVo

Known 36 34 32

Unknown 54 45 4'l

Total 90 79 't9

Known 42 34 l5

Unknown 48 45 62

Total m 79 '17

309o

Known 2l t9 t7

Unknown 69 6I 73

tql 90 80 90

Known 2'l t9 5 7

Unknown 63 6l 84

Total 90 80 89

ki
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Ratios of known
attributes Attributes Number of slot

allocated
Max. number of containers

in the yard

U moves
"Maximum

rule"
"Minimum

rule"

20%o

Known l5 l3 t2 4
Unknown 75 u 95 95

Total 90 77 107
Known 18 13 4 J

Unknown 72 il 102 02
Iotal 90 77 106 105

lOVo

Known 9 8 8 5
Unknown 8l 68 r02 t02

Total 90 76 l0
Known t2 8 2 3

Unknown 78 68 ll0 110
Total 90 76 n2

OVo

Known 0 0 0 0
Unknown 90 73 84 84

Totsl 90 73 84

mslm
raixdkumffire(%
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By comparing Tables 2 and 4, we notice that in the two extreme situations (attributes that are
completely known and completely unknown), the simulation results in twin areas are just the
same as those in a single area. From Table 4 we conclude that as the ratios of known utt ibute,
increase the unproductive moves decrease, which is furtherdepicted in Figure 12.

4-**/E
E \\\-<

tn
o

Erm
c)

im
Eoo
a4

ln
Eo

n0sqnn10

Figure 12. Min. unproductive moves for ordered stacking in twin areas

The simulation also finds that the number of slots allocated to each sub-area would influence
the unproductive moves. There is no guarantee that dividing the yard into two sub-areas
exactly according to the ratios of known and unknown attributes will obtain the best result. In
fact, fine tunes for slots allocation in these two sub-areas may gain efficiency. Figure 13
shows the optimal ratios of slots reserved for known attributes containers. fne aottea +S-
degree line represents allocating the slots in proportional to the ratios ofknown attributes; the
solid line represents the optimum ratios for allocating the slots in this simulation example. It
is found that all the optimum ratios diverge from the 45-degree line except for the ly7o known
attributes case. While dealing with slots assignment in twin-areas, sketching a chart similar to
Figure 13 can be a useful guide for yard planning.
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5.2. Random Stacking Strategr

Random stacking strategy in twin areas is simulated as in the single area case' except for the

two extremes: attributes'Jorpr"i.ry known in advance (10070) and completely unknown (07o)'

The total number of r""nu,io, is i5. for each scenario we also conduct 50 simulation runs'

The average and minimum unproductive moves for various scenarios are shown in Figure 14

and Table 5.
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Ratios of
known

attributes

Maximum slot
selection iterations

(N)

Number of unproductive moves (moves

Average Minimum
Total Known Unknown Total Known Unknown

50%

2 105.42 38.54 66.8i 9r 3l 50

4 102.30 34.78 67.s 86 30 49

6 99.94 33.56 66.3 83 28 48

8 98.5 32,74 65.78 79 24 49

l0 98.82 31.18 67.64 73 2l 50

30%

2 13.16 40.81 72.34 l0r 5t 64

4 10.80 38.92 7l .88 98 35 65

6 06.50 37.14 69.3 98 34 54

8 05. I 36.38 68.72 96 JJ 55

l0 I 04.1 35.98 68.14 93 3l 59

It is found that total unproductive moves decrease as the ratios ofknown attributes increase.
For higher ratios of known attributes (e.g. 80%), the unproductive moves come mainly from
the sub-area with known attributes and the other way around for lower ratios of lno*rt
attributes such as 30%.

6. COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Comparing the results for ordered and random stacking strategies in a single area (Tables 2
and 3), one will find that the best ordered stacking strategy, layer-column-row and layer-row-
column stacking orders, is slightly more effrcient (has less unproductive moves) than random
stacking strategy, provided that all attributes are known in advance. Ifthe departure sequences
of all containers are completely unknown in advance, however, random stacking straiegqr is
more efficient than ordered stacking sfrategy.

Similarly, the simulations results for ordered and random stacking strategies in twin areas
(Tables 4 and 5) reveal that ordered stacking is in general superior to random stacking ifthe
ratios of known attributes are not very high. The random stacking strategy may obtain better
efficiency only when the ratio of known attributes is more than 80%. Thii resuit suggests that
random stacking strategy in twin areas be used only when the yard operators have iuffrcient
information about containers in advance.

If one further compares the results of random stacking in a single area and in twin areas
(Tables 3 and 5), one will obviously find the performance for single area random stacking is
much better than those for twin areas. The main reason is that once the yard is divided into
two sub-areas, the freedom ofselecting suitable slots for arrival containers will be reduced, as
a consequence the unproductive moves increase.

The simulation results for ordered stacking strategies in a single area conclude that selecting
slots by the "minimum rule" will obtain more efficiency than by the "maximum rule" for each
of the six stacking orders. In the case of completely known attributes, both layer-column-row
and layer-row-coltmn stacking orders can obtain the minimum unproductive moves. The
numbers of unproductive rnoves are all the same if one swaps the stacking orders by column
and by row without being intervened by layer, implying that column and row can be viewed
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as one dimension in the slot assignment. For random stacking strategy in a single area, if the

ratios of known attributes containers increase, the number'of unproductive moves decreases.

These results suggest that strategy of "stack as high as possible" be used when departure

sequences of more containers are known in advance and that strategy of "stack the same size"

be used when departure sequences of more containers are unknown. The number of
unproductive rnoves for single area random stacking operation is much less than that fdr twin
areas, therefore, dividing the yard into two sub-areas is not recommended unless new

evidences can be found for further analysis.
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